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WAKAKIRRI COMPETITION 
Statement by Member for Girrawheen 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen - Parliamentary Secretary) [12.53 pm]:  I acknowledge the outstanding results 
achieved by two primary schools in the recent finals of the Wakakirri competition at Burswood.  Wakakirri is 
story-dance that uses a blend of creative movement and acting to recorded music.  In division 1, Koondoola 
Primary School received an Achievement in Performance award for its piece New Beginning.  Looking several 
years into the future, the piece shows how people have destroyed the earth and three surviving humans search the 
galaxy to find a suitable planet.  They stop off at three different planets and learn three different values: respect, 
tolerance and cooperation.  Over 40 children participated.  Teachers Liz Bordas, Gail Chinnery and Ann Brown 
and a number of parents assisted with the production. 

In division 2, Our Lady of Mercy Primary School at Girrawheen performed a piece titled Frizzle Learning - How 
Kids Learn Best.  It was both colourful and entertaining.  In the story the students are bored with learning until 
the wacky Ms Frizzle appears and takes them on an interactive adventure through ancient Egypt.  Seventy-six 
children from years 1 to 7 participated.  Having won their final, they will now participate nationally through a 
television program in December in which all schools that won their divisions will have their performances 
presented on television.   

Our Lady of Mercy Primary School also won the Eco-Zone Award for recycling at the performances and the 
Best School in Public Award for the exemplary behaviour of the students at the performances.  Teachers 
Josephine Rodi and Josephine Murace put the performances together.  Jessica Terranova, a former student and 
now a year 9 student at Mercy College, deserves special mention for assisting.  Pat Burke, the librarian, assisted 
backstage.  There was also plenty of parent participation, most notably by Narelle Minas and Debbie Lake, who 
also deserve a special mention.  I wish Our Lady of Mercy Primary good luck in the finals.  
 


